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January 2016 
 
 
Dear Parents and Students, 
 
 
This SJHS Program of Studies publication provides detailed descriptions of required and elective courses 
that will be offered for the 2016-2017 school year.  
 
Please read this document carefully and make your selections thoughtfully with input from your parents, 
guidance counselor and teachers. The courses that you take will eventually become part of the transcript 
that colleges and universities will use to intuit what kind of student you are. Whenever possible, build a 
course of study that conveys depth, breadth, and academic rigor. Also, as you advance through St. Joseph 
High School make sure that you are adequately challenging yourself. The trained eye of a college 
admissions of�icer can tell if the student has challenged themselves or just coasted.  
 
Also, as you develop an idea of the type of college or university that you want to attend, take a close look 
at program prerequisites, especially in world languages, math and science. As much as possible, we want 
our high school program to expand, not limit, your college options. 
 
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
James P. Keane, MDiv, MEd, PhD. 
Principal 
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As we formulate plans for the next academic year, we ask you to consider the course selections you 
would like to make. This process requires that you discuss the best program of studies for you with 
your parents, counselors, and teachers. For juniors and seniors, careful consideration of college and 
career plans will have an impact on your course selections. Also, read course descriptions thoroughly 
with special attention paid to prerequisites and academic levels. We provide this information to help 
you choose courses which will result in worthwhile and successful experiences next year. 
  
A brief explanation of our academic level rating system follows. Please note that some college 
preparatory electives are Honors II even though they are the usual selection for college prep 
students.

Academic Level: AP, CL:  Advanced Placement and/or College Level courses. AP courses are 
college level courses taught according to the recognized Advanced Placement program curriculum. 
All students taking AP courses are required to take the AP exam. The cost for the AP exam for the 
2014-2015 school year was $94 and is subject to change.

Grades recorded for an AP or College Level course will reflect an extra 8.0 quality points added 
(eg 90 = 98.0).             

Academic Level: H1 (Honors I). Superior quality work, output, and achievement will be required in 
these most competitive courses. An extra 5.0 quality points will be added to the grade earned 
(eg 90 = 95.0). 

Academic Level: H2 (Honors II). Above average quality work, output, and achievement will be 
required in these highly competitive courses. An extra 3.0 quality points will be added to the grade 
earned (eg 90 = 93.0).  

Academic Levels: CP and CEP/College Preparatory. Quality work, output, and achievement will be 
required in these competitive courses which will involve the majority of students (eg 90 = 90.0).

Please note: Grade averages reported on the student’s report card and transcript already 
reflect weighting.
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THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM
St Joseph High School is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges and is proud of its 
college preparatory academic program. Our intention is that each student will have the chance to develop his or her 
academic abilities to their fullest potential and will be academically ready to be successful as both a college and 
lifetime learner. All courses are taught by highly trained and dedicated instructors, many of whom possess advanced 
degrees.

During the first two years, the program is structured around a required curriculum. The students will choose course 
electives which are appropriate to their individual skills and needs in their final years.  Seniors who have shown 
outstanding academic talent may select offerings from the College Board Advanced Placement and Sacred Heart 
University programs. Religion courses are required of all students each year. 

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION FROM ST JOSEPH HIGH SCHOOL
Religion 4 credits (1 credit each year) 
English 4 credits (1 credit each year) 
Science 3 credits 
Mathematics 4 credits 
Social Studies 3.5 credits (this includes 1.5 credits in American History and .50 credit in 
Civics). 
World Language 2 credits of same language 
Phys. Ed./Health 1 credit (1/2 credit each of the first two years) 
Electives 4.5 credits  

One credit earned from the following during the first two years:   
Computer 610 .50 credit 
Art I, Music I, or Theater I .50 Credit
[or]  Band or Chorus .50 credit 

Total Credits: 26

Core curriculum may be required in each discipline. All students are required to complete 15-30 hours of community 
service each year depending on their grade level. Underclassmen must complete these hours in order to be eligible 
to advance to the next grade level. Seniors must complete these hours in order to receive a diploma. Transfer 
student credit requirements will be determined on a case by case basis.

 

COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS   
The following is a list of recommended and minimum credit requirements for students entering most 
liberal arts programs:

English 4 Credits
Mathematics 4 Credits
Science 3 Credits (including Chemistry) (*at least one credit Laboratory Science)
History 3 Credits 
World Language  3 Credits (Same Language) (*2 credits minimum)

Students are reminded that college majors other than liberal arts (eg engineering, nursing, etc) may have 
additional requirements. Before selecting courses, students should check college admission requirements 
and consult with their guidance counselors. 
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The Honors Program-A four year overview of our most rigorous program
The following serves as an illustration of a typical honors curriculum.

The College Preparatory Program-A four year overview of our competitive program
The following serves as an illustration of a typical college preparatory curriculum. 

Freshman 

• Introduction to 
Catholicism

& Old Testament
• World Literature & 

Composition
• Algebra I
• Natural Sciences
• World Language
• World Cultures/

American History
• P/E Health
• Computer 610
• Band/Chorus

Sophomore 

• New Testament & 
Christology

• American Literature
• Biology
• Geometry
• American History Since 

1860
• World Language
• P/E Health
• Fine Arts Elective or
• Band/Chorus

Junior 

• Sacraments & Morality
• British Literature
• Algebra II
• Western Tradition
• Chemistry
• World Language: 3 

years recommended
• Electives: 1-2 credits 
• Band/Chorus

       

Senior 

• Religion Electives (1 
credit required)

• Senior English
• Civics or equivalent
• Math: 4 years
• Science: 4 years 

(recommended)
• Electives: up to 2.5 

Credits
• Band/Chorus

Freshman

• Introduction to 
Catholicism & Old 
Testament

• (H1) • World Literature 
& Composition

• (H1) Algebra I/
Geometry or (H2) 
Algebra I

• (H1) Biology or (H2) 
Biology

• World Language
• (H1) World Cultures 

and American Pre-
Colonial History to 1860

• P/E Health
• Computer 610
• Band/Chorus

Sophomore

• New Testament & 
Christology

• (H1) American 
Literature

•(H1) Chemistry, (H2) 
Chemistry, or (H1) 
Human Anatomy

• (H1) Geometry or 
Algebra II or

(H2) Geometry
• AP United States 

History or
(H1) American History 

Since 1860
• World Language
• P/E Health
• Fine Arts Elective or
• Band/Chorus

Junior 

• Sacraments & Morality
• AP English Literature & 

Composition
• (H1) European 

Literature
• (H1 or H2) Pre-

Calculus or (H2)
Algebra II
• AP Modern European 

History or (H1)
Western Civilization
• (H1) or (H2) Chemistry, 

(H1) or (H2) Physics, 
AP Biology, or AP 
Chemistry

• World Language 3 
years

(recommended)
• Electives: 1-2 credits

Senior 

• Religion Electives (1 
credit required)

• AP English Literature 
or (H1)

• Senior English
• Calculus 

(recommended): (AP 
AB), (AP BC), (H1) 
Calculus or (H2) Pre-
Calculus

• Civics or equivalent
• Science: 4 years 

(recommended)
• Electives: up to 3.5 

Credits
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THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM (continued)

The College Enrichment Program

The College Enrichment Program is a college preparatory program structured for students who need 
special attention and are considering a college career for the future. Its purpose is to aid students with 
their intellectual development, leading and guiding them to achieve their fullest potential. Our goal is 
to empower individuals with the strengths and discipline necessary for a confident independence in 
their academic endeavors.

The following serves as an illustration of a typical college-bound enrichment curriculum.

College Enrichment Support Courses

Enrichment

Freshman Enrichment is a class designated to academically support students in the College Enrich-
ment Program (CEP)  during their first year at St Joseph High School. The course meets three times 
per week and is divided into four quarter segments of skill development. Students will learn the appli-
cation of study skills, computer literacy, research writing, and oral presenting to their performance in 
all subject areas.

English 150 Academic Writing & Language Skills 
(1.0 Credit, Grade 9; Academic Level CEP) This course offers fundamentals in grammar and writing 
that complements English 109 CEP World Literature & Composition. Designed for students who need 
strengthening in grammar, vocabulary and study skills, the class also focuses on in-class reading 
assignments and writing prompts. Placement by Guidance.

Freshman 

• Introduction to        
Catholicism & Old 
Testament

• World Literature & 
Composition

• Algebra I
• Natural Sciences 
• Academic Writing and 

Language Skills
• World Cultures/

American History
• P/E Health
• Enrichment

Sophomore 

• New Testament & 
Christology

• American Literature
• Biology
• Geometry
• American History
• Spanish 1
• P/E Health
• Fine Arts Elective

               
                 

Junior 

• Sacraments & Morality
• British Literature
• Algebra II
• The Western Tradition
• Chemistry
• Spanish: 2 years 

recommended
• Electives: 1-2 credits

Senior 

• Religion Electives (1 
credit required)

• Senior English
• Civics or equivalent
• Math: 
• Science: 4 years 

recommended
• Electives: up to 2.0 

credits
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

Angelica Abelson, Chairperson
aabelson@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 321 

Department Philosophy

The technology/business department is committed to provide the highest quality learning experience 
with state of the art technologies to a diverse student population. It is our belief that technology will 
help our students with their personal and academic goals. Computer technologies should be integrat-
ed and complement the student’s needs, interests and skills. We strive to offer each student sufficient 
experience and the greatest possible support and resources to prepare them for higher learning and 
their future endeavors. This occurs in a computer lab environment where there is ample opportunity 
to benefit individually from the instructor’s assistance and knowledge. The technology/business de-
partment recognizes our responsibility to develop and offer courses for students to acquire a sound 
foundation in basic and specialized skills. It is our aim to enable students to achieve a background 
that will effectively serve them in life.

Computer 610  Computer Concepts and Applications
(.50 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP) 
This course is multifaceted to provide a foundation in the concepts and competencies that define 
computer literacy in the 21st century. Students will develop and increase knowledge of networked 
computers and the Microsoft Office Suite. They will be introduced to Google Apps and cloud-based 
computing. Emphasis is placed on the effective use of technology to research, organize, create and 
evaluate information stressing the essential skills for formatting documents, including research pa-
pers, letters, tables, spreadsheets, graphing, and presentations. These applications are taught using 
Pearson Microsoft Office 2010 online e-book. In addition, a basic overview of ways that teachers and 
students can use the iPad in an instructional/learning environment which includes basic navigation, 
note taking, migrating files from the iPad to a computer, creating videos, and a survey of free apps to 
use in the classroom.

Computer 630  Computer Applications for Fine Arts Students
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) This course is for students who opted to enroll in 
the Fine Arts track (choir and band) for their freshman and sophomore years. The curriculum is the 
same as Computer 610. 

Computer 653  AP Computer Science A—VHS Distance Learning 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: AP) 
Advanced Placement Computer Science is designed to prepare students for the AP Computer 
Science Exam A. The course is a project-oriented study of computer science using the Java 
programming language. In this course students can look forward to developing algorithms, 
mastering a subset of the Java language, exploring object-oriented design, and being exposed 
to GUI and applet development. Each student should be prepared to function as a logical thinker 
with a willingness to devote ample time to developing solutions to complex challenges. Projects in 
the course demand a thoughtful and organized approach to problem solving as well as a strong 
attention to precise detail and the time necessary to experiment with possible solutions. But, more 
than that, it should be noted that this is a serious hands-on programming course. It is designed to 
present students with the volume, pace and complexity of material required to prepare you for the AP 
Computer Science Exam in the Spring. It is the equivalent of an honors level course. Projects involve 
terminology and a way of organizing thoughts that are peculiar to coding. Those same projects 
require the mastery of the intricacies of object-oriented programming, including such concepts as data 
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typing and structuring, string manipulation, conditional predicate logic, recursion, parameter passing, 
array sorting, and inheritance. The course moves quickly, there are a lot of concepts to cover and a 
lot of skills to master: the requirements for passing the AP Comp Science test are significant. Some 
prior exposure to computer programming is recommended before enrolling. This can take the form of 
self-study in programming concepts, experience in coding (in any language), or the completion of a 
previous computer course that covered the essential elements of programming. Enrollment is limited 
and approval is required. See specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. 

Computer 662   Introduction to Graphic Design  
 (.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP)
Intro to Graphic Design will familiarize students to many aspects of design and its various applications 
on the computer using the Adobe suite of software, including Photoshop, Dreamweaver and InDe-
sign. Students will be exposed to Apple software Pages, iPhoto and iMovie. The class is comprised of 
individual and group based design projects as well as developing teamwork and communication skills. 

Business 654   Accounting I 
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) 
This entry-level course emphasizes the accounting cycle as it applies to a sole proprietorship by 
teaching the basic principles of accounting and the financial operations of a business. Students en-
gage in the process of recording, classifying, summarizing, analyzing, and communicating financial 
information.

Business 656  Accounting II 
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP)
This advanced course covers accounting systems and procedures using special journals and sub-
sidiary ledgers of partnerships and corporations. Prerequisite: Minimum of 75 in Business 654 or 
permission of the instructor.

Business 657   Financial Literacy 
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) 
Emphasis on knowledge and skills to address personal financial applications of a young adult’s life. 
Topics covered include, but are not limited to, banking, stock market, insurance, employee benefits, 
consumer buying, financing, taxes, and legal issues facing today’s consumer.

Business 663   Financial Planning and Management 
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP)  
This course focuses on the many advanced aspects of financing planning in a young adult’s life. 
Emphasis is placed on: risk management--property, liability, health, etc.; tax preparation for the 
single tax payer; planned borrowing for education, automobiles, and residences; retirement planning 
including employer sponsored plans, individual retirement accounts, annuities, etc. Prerequisite: 
Business 657

Business 659   Introduction to Marketing 
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) 
This entry-level business course will cover four core areas: Business Administration, Marketing, 
Marketing Pathways, and Marketing Job Specialties. Skills and knowledge in following areas will be 
covered: Distribution, Marketing-Information Management, Pricing, Product/Service Management, 
Promotion, and Selling. The course will integrate the application of language arts, mathematics, social 
studies and social sciences. 
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Business 652   International Business—VHS Distance Learning 
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) 
International Business is designed to help develop the appreciation, knowledge, skills, and abilities 
needed to live and work in a global marketplace. 
International Business is an ever-changing, interesting field that affects everyone across the entire 
globe. Consumers buy products made in countries all around the world. Workers find changing em-
ployment opportunities due to international trade and global competition. Companies compete with 
firms from other countries for the money spent by consumers. As US companies increase 

International Business activities, the roles as consumers, workers, and citizens expand. This course 
will provide the foundation for becoming well informed about International Business. It gives students 
an introduction to international business activities and the economic, cultural, and political factors that 
affect International Business. Business structure and management, trade, global entrepreneurship, 
marketing, and career planning will be studied. Throughout the course, students will use creativity as 
well as their new International Business skills to develop the framework for a fictitious company that 
sells its products around the world. Enrollment is limited and approval is required. See specific re-
quirements for placement in VHS courses.
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Eileen Rafferty Broderick ‘79, Chairperson
ebroderick@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 249

Department Philosophy

The St. Joseph High School English Department strives to promote student proficiency and 
confidence in reading and writing. The goals of the English curriculum are to provide a four-year 
literature based program, which focuses on improving writing and speaking skills, building vocabulary 
skills and increasing literary appreciation and knowledge. An introduction to literature genres and 
vocabulary study in freshman year is followed by American Literature for sophomores, then British 
and European Literature or AP Language & Composition for juniors. Seniors select two core 
English classes from focused content that reflects their personal interests or AP English Literature & 
Composition. Seniors may choose English electives including Film and Literature, Creative Writing 
and Professional Writing & Skills.

Please note: English placement is determined by the English Department Chair and follows the stated 
prerequisites. Parents requesting an override of the English Department placement decision must 
meet with the English Department Chair.

Freshman English Course Selections

English 105   World Literature & Composition 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP) This literature-based course introduces students to the 
basics in reading, oral and written communication. Students study grammar and vocabulary and apply 
this knowledge in expository, creative, and research writing. The course provides an introduction to 
various genres such as poetry, novels, drama, the epic and the short story. 

English 104   Honors World Literature & Composition 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H1) See description for English 105. Honors World Literature 
provides a challenging curriculum with an emphasis on reading and discussing works of literature and 
literary analysis.
Placement will be made the English Department Chair based on test scores, transcripts, 
recommendations and writing sample.

English 109   College Enrichment Program World Literature & Composition
(1.0 Credit, Grade 9; Academic Level: CEP) See description for English 105.
Placement by Guidance. 
 
English 115   Academic Writing & Language Skills
(1.0 Credit, Grade 9; Academic Level CEP) This course offers fundamentals in grammar and writing 
that complements English 109 CEP World Literature & Composition. Designed for students who need 
strengthening in grammar, vocabulary and study skills, the class also focuses on in-class reading 
assignments and writing prompts.
Placement by Guidance.
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Sophomore English Course Selections

English 120   American Literature 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) Students read works of major writers and movements 
in American Literature. The course focuses on the American literary experience. Essays, oral reports, 
a research paper and vocabulary and grammar are integrated with the study of literature. 

English 121   Honors American Literature 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: H1) See description for English 120. Honors American 
Literature provides a challenging curriculum with an emphasis on reading and discussing works of 
literature and literary analysis.
Prerequisite: Students who took English 105: 95 average in English with minimum 85 average 
in graded essay scores. Students who took English 104: weighted average of 90 with minimum 
unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Teacher recommendation required with 
approval by the English Department Chair.

English 129   College Enrichment Program American Literature
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CEP) See description of English 120. 
Placement by Guidance.

Junior English Course Selections

English 130   British Literature
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CP) An introduction to the major literary movements and 
writers of Great Britain. Essays, oral reports, a research paper and vocabulary and grammar are 
integrated with the study of literature.

English 135  British and European Literature
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: H2) Students will read the works of world authors with a 
concentration on British authors. Honors 2  British Literature provides a more advanced curriculum 
with an emphasis on reading and discussing works of literature and literary analysis. Essays, oral 
reports, a research paper and vocabulary and grammar are integrated with the study of literature. 
Prerequisite: Students who took English 120: 90 average in English with minimum 85 average 
in graded essay scores. Teacher recommendation required with approval by the English 
Department Chair. 

English 131   British and European Literature 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: H1) Students will read the works of world authors with a 
concentration on British authors. Honors British Literature provides a challenging curriculum with an 
emphasis on reading and discussing works of literature and literary analysis. Essays, oral reports, a 
research paper and vocabulary and grammar are integrated with the study of literature. 
Prerequisite: Students who took English 120: 95 average in English with minimum 85 average 
in graded essay scores. Students who took English 121: weighted average of 90 with minimum 
unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Teacher recommendation required with 
approval by the English Department Chair. 
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English 103   AP English Language and Composition
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: AP) This is a college level course which follows the 
standard syllabus approved by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam 
will cost the standard ETS fee. College credit may be given in addition to AP credit earned. This 
course is limited to 18 students. 
Prerequisites: Students must have taken English 121: weighted 92 average with minimum 
unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Student must submit a recent graded essay. 
Student must submit an original essay (1. to 2 MLA formatted pages) expressing their interest 
in AP English Language and their academic goals. Essay should reflect high academic ability 
and writing skill as well as a recognition of skills student is working to improve. English 121 
teacher recommendation required. A committee from the English Department will review all 
applicants. Final approval will come from the English Department Chair. Students must meet 
all of these requirements for consideration. 

Senior English Course Selections
Seniors are required to select two core credit classes spread over two semesters choosing one from 
the first semester selections and one from the second semester selections. Having fulfilled their core 
credit requirements, students may opt for an elective English course. 

Semester One Core Credit Courses

English 101   AP English Literature and Composition 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) This is a full year course and satisfies the senior 
English Core Credit requirements. AP English Literature is a college level course and will follow the 
standard syllabus approved by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam 
will cost the standard ETS fee. College credit may be given in addition to AP credit earned. This 
course is limited to 18 students. 
Prerequisites: Students who took English 131: weighted 92 average with minimum unweighted 
85 average in graded essay scores. Students who took English 103: weighted 95 average 
with minimum unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Student must submit a 
recent graded essay. Student must submit an original essay (1. to 2 MLA formatted pages) 
expressing their interest in AP English and their academic goals. Essay should reflect 
high academic ability and writing skill as well as a recognition of skills student is working 
to improve. Student must have English 131 or English 103 teacher recommendation. A 
committee from the English Department will review all applicants. Final approval will come 
from the English Department Chair. Students must meet all of these requirements for 
consideration.

English 151   Controversial Literature
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) This course investigates the issue of literature 
censorship in schools from multiple perspectives and will require historical, social, and psychological 
understanding on the part of the students so that they can better understand the psyche of literary 
censorship. 
Prerequisite: Students who took English 130: 95 average in English with a minimum 85 average 
in graded essay scores. Students who took English 131 or 103: weighted average of 90 with 
minimum unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Teacher recommendation required 
with approval from the English Department Chair.
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English 154   Literature and War
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course will examine the intricate and powerful 
effect war has on citizens. Students will analyze both fiction and nonfiction prose and poetry that 
provides insight to the psyche and emotions of war-torn people. The course will explore psychological, 
emotional, and historical effects of tragedy and subjects such as beauty amid violence, loss, fear and 
horror, patriotism, dehumanization, and identity through a compilation of short stories, poems, and 
novels.

English 155   Multicultural Literature
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course provides an introduction to the academic 
study and collection of Multicultural Literature via poetry, fiction, non-fiction, plays and music to gain an 
understanding of the historical and social development of writers of different ethnic, cultural, and racial 
backgrounds. 

English 156   Science Fiction Literature
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course will include a selection of genres within 
Science Fiction Literature including apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic, dying earth, military, time travel, 
space colonization and social science fiction. Students will explore differences between science fiction 
and other fantastical works, identify and analyze techniques used to convey imaginary places, beings 
and ideas, and discuss/compare the evolution of science fiction from its original models to more 
modern/recent works. 

English 157   Shakespeare’s Comedies and Tragedies
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) Students will read and analyze the sonnets, histories, 
comedies and tragedies written by William Shakespeare in an interactive classroom environment. 
Students will learn to read text accurately and imaginatively, and will learn to appreciate Shakespeare’s 
dramatic dimensions. 
Prerequisites: An unweighted average of 85 in English and approval by the English Department 
Chair. 

English 158   Short Story
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course studies the development of the short story, 
including history, plot, character, setting, point-of-view, narration, tone, style and theme. The class will 
include literary analysis as well as writing an original short story and oral presentations. 

English 161 Short Story
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) An accelerated version of English 158; see course 
description.
Prerequisite: Students who took English 130: 95 average in English with minimum 85 average 
in graded essay scores. Students who took English 131 or 103: weighted average of 90 with 
minimum unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Teacher recommendation required 
with approval from the English Department Chair.

English 162   Sports Literature and Writing
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic level: CP) This course examines the unique relationship between 
sports and society through literature by contemporary authors, columnists and other media. The 
course will afford students the opportunity to examine the historical influence sports has on society 
and the impact it plays on developing character through universal themes of struggle, conflict, victory 
and defeat. 
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Semester One Senior Electives

English 146   Film and Literature
(.50 Credit, Grades 11, 12; Academic Level H2) This course will explore a selection of genres 
in both film and literature including the American dream, animation, comedy, coming of age, 
dehumanization, search for identity, etc. The course is designed to introduce students to the study of 
relationships between literary and cinematic forms. Students will read novels, short stories and drama 
and compare and contrast the written version to the film version analyzing the literary and visual 
choices made by both the author and director.
Prerequisites: An unweighted average of 85 in English and approval by the English 
Department Chair. 

English 163   Professional Writing and Skills
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic level: H2) This course introduces students to the expectations 
of writing in the workplace and explores the ways in which technology and media help shape 
professional communication. While students will practice communicating using traditional business 
genres such as memos, employment correspondence, reports, and proposals, they will also develop 
skills in document design, effective use of graphics, and oral presentation. The course will also work 
on developing professional skills such as interviewing and presenting. 
Prerequisites: An unweighted average of 85 in English and approval by the English 
Department Chair. 

Semester Two Core Credit Courses

English   154 Literature and War
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) Please see course description under Semester One 
Core Credit Courses.

English 171   Literature and War
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) An accelerated version of English 154. Please see 
course description under Semester One Core Credit Courses. 
Prerequisite: Students who took English 130: 95 average in English with a minimum 85 
average in graded essay scores. Students who took English 131 or 103: weighted average of 
90 with minimum unweighted 85 average in graded essay scores. Teacher recommendation 
required with approval from the English Department Chair.

English 156   Science Fiction Literature
(.50 Credit, Grade 12: Academic Level: CP) Please see course description under Semester One 
Core Credit Courses.

English 158   Short Story
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) Please see course description under Semester One 
Core Credit Courses.

English 162   Sports Literature and Writing
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic level: CP) Please see course description under Semester One 
Core Credit Courses.
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English 164   Women in Literature 
(.50 Credit, Grade 12: Academic level: CP) Historically, women have been marginalized in terms 
of human and political rights. This course considers the historical events for this marginalization and 
the literature and art by women in response to the age in which they lived and worked. This course 
introduces students to female authors of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and critical theory from around the 
world. 

Semester Two Senior Elective

English 144   Creative Writing
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) The course teaches students the elements of creative 
writing including short story, poetry, expository essay and character study through weekly writing 
assignments, peer editing and story conferencing.
Prerequisites: An unweighted average of 85 in English and approval by the English 
Department Chair.
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FINE ARTS AND MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Kathleen Cardillo, Chairperson
kcardillo@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378 Ext. 222

Department Philosophy

St Joseph High School believes that every student is entitled to a well-rounded education that includes 
exposure to the arts. This exposure includes courses in art, music, theatre and interdisciplinary 
courses. Upon completion of the program, all students should possess a basic understanding and 
appreciation of the arts in their world, and how the arts relate to society. A firm foundation in the arts 
develops cognitive, analytical, problem solving and task completion skills. In addition, the arts allow 
students to develop self-expression using visual, aural, and performance mediums. We firmly believe 
that arts instruction helps students be more culturally aware and understand world history more fully. 
Lastly, we believe that students who have the opportunity to express themselves through the arts 
are more able to use the arts as a means to solve problems and increase acceptance of cultural 
differences. 

Visual Arts Course

Visual Art 717  Art I 
(.5 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) This course is offered to sophomores to provide a 
general overview of the visual arts. Students will gain an understanding of art with respect to design, 
historical significance and intent of the artist. Hands on learning, along with book work, will strengthen 
this understanding. Students will work with two and three dimensional mediums creating realistic and 
abstract works. Mediums that will be explored include, but are not limited to: pencil, pastel, marker, 
clay, paint, and various sculptural mediums.. Readings, video presentations and discussions will allow 
the student to have a better understanding of the importance of art in our society.

Visual Art 701   Art II
(.5 Credit; Grade 10,11,12; Academic Level: CP) This course is offered to sophomores, juniors, 
and seniors interested in exploring various two dimensional mediums. This is a studio class- meaning 
all work is hands-on as well as academic.  Students will explore design concepts, perspective, color 
mixing and the use of different mediums. Materials that will be used include but are not limited to 
pencil, colored pencil, pastel, charcoal, acrylic paint, watercolor and oil paint. No previous art courses 
or art skills are needed. 

Visual Art 702   Art III
(.5 Credit; Grade 11,12; Academic Level: CP) This course is offered to juniors and seniors who 
have previously taken the Art II course. Special allowance will be made to students who have worked 
with visual art outside of SJHS and these students merely need bring a portfolio of their work to 
Ms. Richter for approval. Students will create more advanced works including realistic and abstract 
pieces. More advanced design concepts and shading will be addressed using different mediums. 
Materials will include but are not limited to pencil, colored pencil, pastel, charcoal, acrylic paint, 
watercolor and oil paint. Students may also work with mediums of their choosing. 
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Visual Art 778   Ceramics/Pottery
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Students will explore the various processes in 
clay. They will learn how to use the pottery wheel to create open and closed form vessels, lids, and 
handles. More advanced skills and learning techniques will be introduced like throwing off the hump. 
They will learn hand building techniques such as slab, pinch, and coil methods. Large free standing 
sculptures will be created using realistic and abstract themes.

Visual Art 779   Ceramics/Pottery II
(.50 Credit; Grade 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Advanced techniques in clay will be explored using 
the pottery wheel and sculptural methods. Mosaics and advanced hand building techniques will be 
taught. The use of glazes and decorative methods will also be investigated. Students can expect to 
have a strong understanding of all aspects of pottery including the firing process upon completion of 
this course. Prerequisite: Ceramics/Pottery

Music Courses

Music 710/750   Concert Band
(710--.50 Credit; Grades 9, 10, 11, 12) Concert Band at St Joseph High School will provide students 
the opportunities to develop their musical and spiritual potential. Constant attention will be paid to the 
fulfilling of musical objectives. The students will engage in activities designed to give them a thorough 
grounding in instrumental playing and musical literacy, instrumental technique, performance practice, 
and sight-reading. The band program will be thoroughly integrated with the extensive community 
life here at St Joseph High School. Participation in all concerts in which the band performs, as well as 
some after school rehearsals, are required

Music 703   Advanced Band 
(Audition Only, .50 Credit; Grades 10, 11, 12; Academic Level: Honors 1) An extension of the 
concert band class, the Advanced Band builds on the concepts of concert band, while pushing 
students to further their musicianship skills through intensive technique building. The goals of the 
Advanced Band class are to prepare students for auditions outside of school (Regional, All State 
Ensembles and College), and to repertoire that is a higher degree of difficulty than the concert band 
. Students must audition to be accepted into the advanced band, and admittance will be based on 
audition scores, as well as ensemble needs. Auditions will be held in the Spring semester of the 
preceding academic year. Participation in all concerts in which the band performs, as well as some 
after school rehearsals, are required. 

Music 712/752   Concert Choir
(712--.50 Credit; Grades 9, 10, 11, 12; Academic Level: CP; 752--1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 
12; Academic Level: CP)  For anyone who likes to sing seriously. This ensemble provides an 
opportunity for students with no previous vocal training to experience sacred and secular choral 
literature. Students will study music notation, sight singing, music vocabulary and composers along 
with proper vocal technique. In addition to the traditional ensemble rehearsals, students will receive 
small group lessons on a bi-weekly basis to provide specific instruction designed to address students’ 
individual needs. Participation in all concerts in which the choir performs, as well as some after school 
rehearsals, will be required.
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Music 704  Advanced Chamber Choir 
(Audition Only, .50 Credit; Grades 10, 11, 12; Academic Level: Honors 1)  An extension of 
the concert choir class, the Chamber Choir builds on the concepts of concert choir, while pushing 
students to further their musicianship skills through intensive technique building. The goals of the 
Chamber Choir class is to prepare students for auditions outside of school (Regional, All State 
Ensembles, and College), and to perform repertoire of a higher degree of difficulty than the concert 
choir. Students must audition to be accepted into the Chamber Choir, and admittance will be based 
on audition scores, as well as ensemble needs. Auditions will be held in the Spring semester of the 
preceding academic year. Participation in all concerts in which the choir performs, as well as some 
after school rehearsals, will be required

Music 759   Steel Drum Ensemble
(.50 Credit, Grades 11, 12, Academic level: CP) This class allows students to learn and perform 
world music on authentic percussion instruments. Music selections draw on cultures from Latin 
America, the Caribbean, and the United States. Students will learn to perform on authentic steel 
pans over the course of the semester. All are welcomed to join, though some musical experience is 
desired. Students are to perform at concerts.

 Theater Courses

Theater 719   Theater I
(.50 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) This course is offered to sophomores who are 
interested in developing the basic skills and knowledge of theater. Students will gain a better 
understanding of ‘what theater is’ and how it contributes to society. Students will begin with basic 
theatrical skills such as public speaking and debate and will eventually move up to scene studies 
and improvisation. The historical relevance of theater will be investigated with focus on its place 
in both ancient and modern cultures from ancient Greece to present day. It is a study of the basic 
theories and elements of theater arts; including the dramatic construction of scripts and performance 
techniques (if only to develop the skills necessary for public speaking).

Theater 705  Theater of the World
(.50 Credit; Grade 10,11,12; Academic Level: CP) Drawing on a selection of plays, rituals and 
storytelling modes from the Middle East, Africa, Greece, Europe, and Asia, this course will explore the 
origins of theatre forms and their influence on classical worlds and modern adaptations. By examining 
the richness and diversity of theatre around the world, students will look for common themes across 
time and cultures in order to understand how these plays have helped shape and develop drama 
today. We will also examine form, dramatic theory, cultural and historical contexts. Assignments will 
foster creative thinking and discussion, performance skills and connections to drama and their overall 
education while also exploring the relationship between theatre and society.   

Theater/PE 706   Dance
(.50 Credit; Grade 9,10,11,12; Academic Level: CP) Physical skills and agility are developed 
through a controlled program of exercise, training and dance. Included in this course will be a 
presentation of health topics. This may be taken in place of the standard PE class for all students 
interested in pursuing a Fine Arts track at SJHS.
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Theater 707   Improvisation
 (.20 Credit; Grade 10-12; Academic Level: CP) The Improvisation Course will help students 
become more comfortable in themselves, no matter their background or interests.  This is a gentle 
and fun way to explore the student’s innate ability to be playful and creative. This course features a 
range of confidence-building exercises, trust- and ensemble-building games, character development, 
and scene work. Learn to (gently) face fears while developing your instinctive, spontaneous and 
receptive abilities.  The learned skills are useful, regardless of the life track which students pursue 
in their careers, as they learn to be confident in themselves and to improvise appropriate responses 
regardless of the life situation.  This class will meet 2 days a week- and students will have study 
hall on the other three. This course is taken as an overage and must be approved by the Assistant 
Principal.
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James Luchansky
jluchansky@sjcadets.org, 
203-378-9378, Ext. 367

David Scrivines
dscrivines@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 242

Department Philosophy

The Physical Education department offers physical activities that students can use as lifetime 
activities. Teamwork, positive attitude, and interactions with classmates are emphasized as students 
will participate in activities that emphasize cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, flexibility, 
and agility.
   
Physical Education/Health 
(.50 Credit, Grades 9, 10; Academic Level: CP) Physical skills and agility are developed through a 
controlled program of exercise, training and sports. Included in this course will be a presentation of 
health topics. It is required during freshman and sophomore years.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
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MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT

Nancy Dennin, Chairperson
ndennin@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 235

Department Philosophy

The philosophy of the Math department is to comprehensively build on the mathematical knowledge 
that students have gained throughout their education. We strive to offer a learning environment 
that fosters analytical thinking, logical reasoning, problem-solving skills, and an appreciation for the 
beauty and precision of mathematics. We hope to show students the real life applications for math 
and the importance of using math as a tool in an increasingly technological world. Our goal is that 
all graduating students will have the knowledge and skills to be successful as they pursue higher 
education and also later in their careers.

Students in the AP (Advanced Placement) classes are the most advanced math students who are 
ready to take a college-level course. Approximately 10% of our students will take AP classes, almost 
always in their senior year.

Classes with the Honors 1 (H1) classification are the top high school-level courses offered at SJHS. 
Freshmen who have taken an honors-level Algebra I course prior to attending SJ will take the SJ 
Math Placement Exam in the spring of 8th grade. The highest-scoring students on this exam will be 
placed in Algebra I/Geometry (H1) in their first year and follow the H1 track. This track intends to 
prepare students for AP classes.

Incoming students who are honors-ready, but have not mastered an honors-level Algebra I course, 
are placed in Honors 2 (H2) courses. Approximately 10% of our students will take classes at the H2 
level.

The majority of our students (approximately 70%) take classes at the college preparatory level (CP 
and CP2). Coursework is still demanding and rigorous in the college preparatory classes. CP2 
courses will meet the needs of those students who require a less rigorous approach to the subject.

The College-Bound Enrichment Program (CEP) is structured for students who struggle in math. 
See page 6 for more details on CEP. 

Freshman Math course selections:

Mathematics 210 Algebra I
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP) Placement will be made by Admissions and Math 
Departments. Course 210 is an introduction to the basic concepts and operations of Algebra. Topics 
include language, axioms, equations, inequalities, graphing, problem solving, laws of exponents, 
multiplication, division, factoring, and square roots. 

Mathematics 211 Algebra I/Geometry 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H1) Placement will be determined by Math Department. This 
accelerated course will cover Algebra I and selected topics in Geometry. This course will be followed 
by an accelerated course in Geometry/Algebra II in sophomore year. 
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Mathematics 212   Algebra I
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H2) Placement will be made by Admissions and Math 
Departments. Math 212 is an introduction to the basic concepts and operations of Algebra. Topics 
include language, axioms, equations, inequalities, graphing, problem solving, laws of exponents, 
multiplication, division, factoring, and square roots.

Mathematics 213   Algebra I
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP2) See description for Math 210. Placement will be made 
by Admissions and Math Departments.

Mathematics 219   College Enrichment Program Algebra I
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CEP) See description for Math 210. Placement will be made 
by Admissions and Math Departments.

Sophomore Math course selections

Mathematics 221 Geometry/Algebra II
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: H1) This accelerated course will continue the topics from
course 211, Algebra I/Geometry and will finish with topics from Algebra II. The completion of this 
course will prepare students for Precalculus in junior year. Placement will be made by the Math 
department.

Mathematics 222   Geometry
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: H2) Placement will be made by the Math department. 
See description for Math 220.  PRE-REQUISITE  95 IN MATH 210, 80 IN MATH 212

Mathematics 220   Geometry
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) Two and three dimensional geometric figures are
explored through the use of definitions, postulates and theorems. Inductive and deductive reasoning 
are developed in the formulation of proofs and through group activities.

Mathematics 223   Geometry
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP2) Placement will be made by the Math department. 
See description for Math 220.

Mathematics 229   College Enrichment Program Geometry
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CEP) Placement will be made by the Math Department. 
See description for Math 220.

Junior Math selections

Mathematics 231   Precalculus
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: H1) This course studies such topics as circular, algebraic, 
exponential, and logarithmic functions. Trigonometry and its applications, analytic Geometry, 
sequences and series, and vectors are also covered. Prerequisite: Minimum of 85 in Math 221 and 
MINIMUM 95 IN 232 AND approval by Math Department.

Mathematics 232  Algebra II
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: H2) Placement will be made by the Math Department.  
MINIMUM 95 IN MATH 210,90 IN MATH 220 TO MOVE INTO HONORS. This
course continues the first year’s work of understanding algebraic skills.
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Mathematics 230   Algebra II
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CP) This course continues the first year’s work of
understanding algebraic skills.

Mathematics 233   Algebra II
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CP2) Placement will be made by the Math Department. 
This course continues the first year’s work of understanding algebraic skills.

Senior Math Selections

Mathematics 253   Precalculus CP
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) Functions, exponents and logarithms, sequences 
and series, solving equations, applications to consumer mathematics and financial management. 
Introduction to trigonometric relationships,
solving trigonometric equations, evaluating trigonometric functions, graphs of trigonometric functions, 
applications to real-world problems. Prerequisite: Minimum of 75 in Math 230 and approval of 
mathematics department

Mathematics 245   Precalculus H2
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) See description for Math 231. For seniors who excel in 
math and desire a full year math course. Prerequisite: Minimum of 95 IN MATH 230 AND 80 IN 232 
and approval by Math Department.

Mathematics 252   Statistics H2
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) Statistics can be described as the science of 
collectingand analyzing data. The topics of descriptive statistics, axiomatic probability, probability 
distributions (including the normal binomial, inferential statistics (confidence intervals and hypothesis 
tests), and curve fitting will be covered. Prerequisite: Minimum of 90 in Math 230 or 85 in 231, 232 
and approval by Math Department. 24

Mathematics 254   Statistics CP2
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP2) This course is an introduction to the basic functions of 
statistics, (mean, mode, median, variance and standard deviation), introduction to probability theory, 
the binomial and normal distributions, box plots and stem-leaf plots. Hypothesis testing and realistic 
problem solving using statistics. The TI-84 calculators are used extensively in this course.

Mathematics 202   AP Statistics
(1.0 Credit Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) This is a college level course and will follow the 
standard syllabus prescribed by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam 
will cost the standard ETS fee. Prerequisite:MINIMUM OF 90 IN 232.  Placement will be made by 
Math Department.

Mathematics 241   Calculus
(1.0 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) For advanced students only. This course includes 
introduction to limits, derivatives of algebraic, trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic functions 
with applications. The antiderivative and its applications, the definite integral, fundamental theorem of 
Calculus and areas, are also included. Prerequisite: Minimum of 85 in Math 245 and approval by 
Math Department.
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Mathematics 201   AP Calculus (AB)
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) This is a college level course and will follow the 
standard syllabus prescribed by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam 
will cost the standard ETS fee. Prerequisite: Placement will be made by Math Department.

Mathematics 203   AP Calculus (BC)
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) This is a college level course and will follow the 
standard syllabus prescribed by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam 
will cost the standard ETS fee. Prerequisite: Placement will be made by Math Department.

Mathematics 255  College Mathematics
(1.0 Credit. Grade 12. Academic Level CP2) This course is designed as a preparation  for a first 
year non-calculus mathematics course. Students will study mathematical concepts which will be 
related to future jobs and careers whether vocational or professional. Topics will include: mathematics 
of Networks, Money, scheduling, symmetry, descriptive statistics, chances and odds. Placement is 
by current mathematics teacher and approval of Department Chairperson.
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Melissa Gismervik
MGismervik@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378 ext.212

Department Philosophy

The mission of the Religious Studies Department is to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ through 
the magisterial teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. The department educates the whole person 
through rigorous academic courses based on the four pillars of the Catechism of the Catholic Church 
and through a community that promotes spiritual growth. It is the goal of the department that students 
be able to articulate the Faith, develop a closer relationship with the Triune God, and manifest the 
Gospel values in their lives. 
 
Religion 012   Introduction to Catholicism/Old Testament 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9, Academic Level: CP) Through an exploration of the Apostles’ and Nicene 
Creeds, freshman students will learn the basic doctrines of the Catholic Church. An overview of the 
Old Testament will provide the student with a solid foundation in the Biblical roots of the Christian 
religious tradition. Integrating Sacred Scripture into prayer life and moral decision-making will be 
stressed.

Religion 026   New Testament/Christology 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) Through an examination of the writings of the New 
Testament, sophomore students will learn the ultimate truth of God’s revelation. They will study the 
person, role, nature and message of Jesus the Christ. Students will also explore the development 
of Christology from the first century to the modern age. An exploration of Acts of the Apostles and 
the epistles will illustrate the role of the early Christian community in the formation of the Church. 
Integrating Sacred Scripture into prayer life and moral decision-making will be stressed. 

Religion 031   Sacraments
(.50 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CP) Students study Jesus and the Church as sacraments 
of God’s love for the world. They explore the role of liturgy in the prayer life of the Church as well as 
comprehend the use of ordinary signs and symbols that become sacred through the celebration of 
the sacraments. An in-depth study of the scriptural basis, historical development and practice of the 
seven sacraments follows. 

Religion 032   Faith and Morality 
(.50 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CP) The Church’s moral teachings and how they apply 
to our contemporary situation will be analyzed. This course will include a study of decision making, 
freedom, formation of conscience and current moral topics. The student will be provided with the 
criteria necessary to make informed moral decisions. 

Religion 041   Introduction to World Religions
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: CL) This college-level course will examine the origin 
and expression of the Religious impulse from pre-history to contemporary times. In addition to 
attempting to define “religion” in general, the world’s major religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Confucianism, Taoism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Islam, and Christianity will be studied. Each Religion 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES DEPARTMENT
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will be examined from the viewpoints of Theology, Cosmology, History, Anthropology, and Sociology. 
Emphasis will be placed on the practical consequences of our belief systems. Prerequisite: 
Minimum average of 90 in Religious Studies in grade 11, and approval from the department. 
Students are eligible to recieve credit from Sacred Heart University if desired 

Religion 045   Faith and Reason
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) Academically rigorous and intellectually demanding, the 
course would aim to explore profound philosophical and theological questions through primary 
sources, ancient and contemporary, spanning the vast Catholic intellectual tradition, with an emphasis 
on the interrelation of faith and reason, precisely the way in which “faith and reason are like two wings 
on which the human spirit rises to the contemplation of truth” (John Paul II, Fides et Ratio, 1).  
Prerequisite: Minimum average of 90 in Religious Studies in grade 11, and approval from the 
department. Class size may be limited

Religion 047   Health Care Ethics
(.50 Credit, Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) The student will work toward an understanding of the 
key approaches to health care ethics, with particular emphasis on the Roman Catholic Church’s 
teachings on issues in health care. This course will include a survey of the history of Roman Catholic 
medical ethics, an examination of ethical methodologies, and the development of virtues, as well 
as consideration of key issues in medical ethics such as: Reproductive Technologies, Abortion, 
Genetic Engineering, Cloning, Death and Dying, Euthanasia, the role of a physician as healer, and 
Organ Donation. Prerequisite: a minimum average of 85 in Religious Studies in grade 11, and 
approval by the department. 
 
Religion 040   Christian Lifestyles 
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course will examine specific views on Christian 
relationships and the development of a person’s ability to form relationships. Included will be an 
analysis of Marriage and Holy Orders as sacraments as well as the study of vocations. Other topics 
will include the Christian perspective on the family and its importance in society. 

Religion 046 Prayer and Spirituality
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) From meditation to contemplation, this course will 
explore the various spiritual expressions throughout the history of the Church. Focusing on the 
experience of prayer, the student will participate in various ways of encountering the Sacred. 

Religion 042   History of the Church 
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) Tracing the Church throughout Western history from 
its earliest roots into the modern world, this course will focus on the models of the Church as it faces 
social, economic, and political justice issues on the global level in light of current Church teachings 
and Gospel values. 

Religion 048   Catholic Social Teaching 
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course will examine the history of Catholic social 
teaching with an emphasis on various Church Documents promulgated by Popes and Bishops. 
Students will explore the principles of Catholic social teaching using the format of reflection, 
judgment, and action. Topics will include justice and society, justice and the right to life, justice and 
prejudice, justice and racism, justice and peace, justice and work, and justice and the environment. 
Resources include Sacred Scripture, The Catechism of the Catholic Church, encyclicals, and various 
internet sites. 
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Daniel Walsh, PhD, Chairperson
dwalsh@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 231

Department Philosophy

The Science Department of St Joseph High School strives to prepare the student for life in a 
technologically advancing society. The importance of science in everyday life is stressed in all 
courses. An understanding and appreciation for the laws of nature and the universe is an essential 
goal of the department. 

Through laboratory work, students are shown how to ask the right questions about nature. Science 
should be considered a process of inquiry rather than just a collection of facts. When students can 
see how the sciences interconnect, they will be better able to understand the mysteries of the planet, 
the ecosystems, the various species, and human beings. At the conclusion of their high school 
science education, students should be prepared for higher level work. 

The science curriculum consists of three main programs of study (college preparatory, honors 2, 
honors 1) and two special programs of study (advanced placement, college-bound enrichment 
program).

College Preparatory Program of Study (CP) is our mainstream program for students ranging from 
somewhat above average to somewhat below average regarding academic ability and performance. 
In a typical year, 50–60% of our students are enrolled in this program in science.

Honors 2 Program of Study (H2) is our more competitive program for students of significantly above 
average to excellent academic ability and performance. Approximately 20% of our students are 
enrolled in this program in science.

Honors 1 Program of Study (H1) is our most competitive high school level program of study. It is for 
students with excellent to outstanding academic ability and performance. Each year about 20% of our 
students are enrolled here.

Advanced Placement Program of Study (AP) is our college level program for exceptional students 
who possess the ability and dedication to succeed in courses designed for college students majoring 
in the natural sciences. In a given year, approximately 3% of our students are enrolled in this 
program.

College-Bound Enrichment Program of Study (CEP) is tailored to students who require more 
individualized instruction, additional support from a resource teacher, and smaller class size. The goal 
is to mainstream these students by junior year into the CP program. About 3% of our students are 
enrolled in this program. 

Science 412   The Natural Sciences: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Earth Science
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP) This course introduces students to the natural sciences 
and stresses the skills common to all of them: scientific inquiry; experimental design; recording, 
tabulating, graphing, and interpreting data; applying mathematical skills to science; the proper and 
safe use of laboratory equipment; and how to prepare lab reports. One marking period is devoted to 
each of the natural sciences listed above. 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
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Science 439 
College Enrichment Natural Sciences: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Earth Science
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CEP) See course deciption 412.

Science 411   Biology
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H1) See Course 420. Placement will be made by 
Guidance. 

Science 422   Biology 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H2) See Course 420. Placement will be made by the 
Science Department.

Science 420   Biology 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) The Biology curriculum encompasses the traditional 
elements such as scientific methods and attitudes, cellular structure and function, virology and 
bacteriology, general zoology and human biology, while updating them with the modern principles of 
the molecular and cellular approach. The lecture material is complemented by a complete program of 
laboratory experiments.

Science 451   Human and Comparative Anatomy and Physiology
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10, 12; Academic Level: H1) This course provides detailed coverage of the 
structure and functions of the human body. Injuries and diseases that affect each organ system 
are discussed. While emphasis is placed on the human body, comparisons are made to other 
vertebrates. Major dissections are included. This course is designed to accommodate the needs of 
students interested in medicine/health. Pre-requisite: 83 in Science 411 or 453, or an 88 average 
in Science 420 or 455. 

Science 452   Human Anatomy and Physiology
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course provides detailed coverage of the structure 
and functions of the human body. Injuries and diseases that affect each organ system are discussed. 
Major dissections are included. This course is designed to accommodate the needs of students 
interested in medicine/health who do not meet the pre-requisite for Science 451. Pre-requisite: 
Successful completion of Science 420.

Science 429   College Enrichment Biology
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CEP) This course presents a general survey of biological 
principles. These are illustrated using examples from some of the major disciplines of biology 
including cells, heredity, microbiology, botany and zoology. These studies will be accompanied by 
appropriate laboratory experimentation.

Science 450   Elements of Chemistry
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) This course will cover the same subject areas 
as Principles of Chemistry except the treatment will be less mathematical. The descriptive aspects 
of chemistry will be emphasized. The course will also offer a laboratory session. Pre-requisite: 
Successful completion of Science 420 and Math 210 or 213.

Science 455   Principles of Chemistry
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: H2) This course deals with chemistry related to our 
modern way of life. The organization of the elements based on the Atomic Theory is studied in the 
light of class lectures and laboratory work. Prerequisite: Minimum of 80 in Science 420, 75 in Math 
210, and approval by Biology teacher. 
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Science 453   Modern Chemistry
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10, 11, 12; Academic Level: H1) This course treats this science in a modern 
theoretical manner. Chemical theory, descriptive chemistry, with emphasis on the electronic 
structure and periodicity of the elements, are covered and then put into practice during the laboratory 
sessions. Prerequisite: Juniors: minimum of 85 in Science 411 or minimum of 95 in Science 420, 
90 in Math 210, and approval by the Biology teacher. Sophomores: Placement will be made by 
Science Department. A minimum of 87 in Science 411 and high ability in math are required for 
consideration.

Science 458   Principles of Engineering
(1.0 Credit; Academic Level: CP) Designed for 11th or 12th grade students, this survey course 
exposes students to major concepts they’ll encounter in a post-secondary engineering course 
of study. Topics include mechanisms, energy, statics, materials, and kinematics. They develop 
problem-solving skills and apply their knowledge of research and design to create solutions to various 
challenges, document their work and communicate solutions.

Science 440   Concept Physics
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) This course is designed to introduce the fundamental 
principles of physics and to show how physics is applied to practical situations. The course is 
designed to encourage comprehension of physics and scientific communication skills, while avoiding 
the usual complex mathematics. The basic rules of the universe: force, motion, energy, light, sound, 
heat, and the interior of the atom will be treated through discussion and activity. Prerequisite: 
Successful completion of Science 450 and Math 210 or 213

Science 441   Honors Physics
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) This will be an accelerated course designed for 
students with strong math and science aptitude. The registration will be limited. Prerequisite: 
Minimum 85 in Science 453 or 93 in 455, and approval by Chemistry teacher and 90 in Math 
221 or 231.

Science 443   Physics
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) This course is designed to provide the student with 
basic background in Physics by stressing major physical concepts and illustrating their practical 
applications in laboratory work. Major areas of concern: heat, light, sound mechanics, motion, 
electricity, and magnetism. Prerequisite: Minimum of 80 in Science 455 and 80 in Math 231 (or 85 
in 230) and approval by Chemistry teacher.

Science 448   Environmental Science
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) A study of the fundamental principles of land and 
marine ecology. Various ecosystems, habitats, and environmental problems will be studied. Also 
involved will be discussions of current topics and issues. A research paper on an environmental 
problem will be required.

Science 445   Honors Genetics
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) This course will examine how physical traits are coded 
for and expressed in organisms, how these traits are inherited from one generation to the next, and 
how changes in the genetic material past and present have led to biological diversity. The course will 
focus on DNA and how it regulates all the processes of the body. Genetics will be offered as a one 
semester course and could be taken in combination with Microbiology. Students will be required to 
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read the novel “The Immortal Cells of Henrietta Lacks “as summer reading. This novel will be used 
throughout the semester as a method to explore the science of cancer and the sociological, legal, and 
ethical issues involved in scientific research. Prerequisite: Minimum of 90 in Science 420 and 85 
in 455. 

Science 446   Genetics
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) See course 445 for description. Placement made by 
the Science Department. Prerequisite: Minimum of 80 in Science 420 and 78 in 455.

Science 444   Genetics
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) See course 445 for description. 

Science 447   Microbiology
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H2) Cellular and biochemical aspects of various species of 
micro-organisms will be studied. Emphasis will be placed on the characteristics, both beneficial and 
pathogenic, that each type manifests, and the industrial and medicinal effects that these organisms 
bring to bear on students in their everyday lives. Prerequisite: Minimum of 82 in Science 420 and 
78 in 455.

Science 401   Advanced Placement Biology
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10, 12; Academic Level: AP) This course provides biological principles from 
the AP Biology curriculum. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam will cost 
the standard ETS fee. Topics include biochemistry, cell metabolism, molecular genetics and genetic 
engineering, evolution, population biology, plant and animal physiology, and ecology. Extensive 
laboratory work is required. Prerequisite: Placement will be made by the Science Department. A 
minimum average of a 97 in Science 411, 95 in 451, or a 90 in 451 and a 95 in 453 is required 
for consideration. 

Science 403   Adanced Placement Chemistry
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: AP) The AP exam and its ETS fee are required. 
Thiscourse will expand on many topics from Modern Chemistry. New topics will be studied including 
nuclear chemistry, electrochemistry, rates of reaction, thermodynamics, and the involvement of 
chemistry in environmental and societal issues. An extensive laboratory program, where students 
calculate and interpret results based on quantitative data, will also be a major portion of the course. 
Prerequisite: Placement will be made by the Science Department. A minimum average of 95 in 
Science 453 is required for consideration. 
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Science 405   Advanced Placement Physics C
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11,12; Academic Level: AP) Since this course is calculus based, prior or 
concurrent enrollment in calculus is required. The AP exam and its ETS fee are required. The topics 
are: kinematics; Newton’s laws of motion; work, energy, power; systems of particles and linear 
momentum; circular motion and rotation; and oscillation and gravitation. Prerequisite: Placement 
will be made by the Science Department. A minimum average of 95 in Science 441 or a 
minimum average of 98 in Science 443 is required for consideration. 

Science 454   Sports Medicine
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Sports Medicine is a semester course designed 
for students who are interested in the health/medical field, such as athletic training, physical therapy, 
exercise physiology, nutrition, and other sports medicine related fields. This course combines 
class work and practical hands on experience. Students will learn medical terminology, prevention, 
treatment, rehabilitation of sports injuries, emergency procedures, and basic first-aid. Practical 
skills learned include wrapping, basic first-aid, and emergency procedures. They will also have the 
opportunity to assist with the development and application of rehabilitation of St Joseph High School 
athletes. 

Science 407   Physics 1- VHS Distance Learning
( 1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: AP) Enrollment is limited and approval is required. 
See specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. This is a college level history course 
designed to meet the needs of highly motivated students who have a strong interest and ability in 
science. The program prepares students for intermediate and advanced college courses by making 
demands upon them equivalent to those made by full-year introductory college courses. Students will 
take the Advanced Placement Physics 1 exam in May, as preparation for this exam is a major goal of 
this course. Topics will range over the entire spectrum of physics including mechanics, properties of 
matter, thermodynamics, acoustics, optics, electricity, magnetism and modern physics. See the VHS 
website for the complete course description. 

Additional Science electives: 

Many science electives are available through VHS online offerings. Some examples of online 
courses students have taken in the past are: Computer Assisted Design (CAD), Astronomy, 
Epidemiology, and Principles of Engineering. 

Please consult the VHS listing in our Program of Studies Book or at www.govhs.org
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Karl Valois, PhD, Chairperson
kvalois@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 229

Department Philosophy

The Social Studies Department strives to promote solid, liberal arts instruction that leads to 
informed citizenship and an inculcation of Christian principles and moral values. In particular, 
historical knowledge can serve as a bridge to the present, explaining and illuminating how we have 
developed as a civilization. This academic discipline provides a dynamic forum for the discussion and 
development of moral sensibilities. Beyond the useful acquisition of factual knowledge, students are 
introduced to a thought-provoking process of investigation and analysis involving social issues. With a 
seemingly endless array of topics, including—racism, poverty, gender, the treatment of minorities, the 
justness of wars, toleration, equality, and social justice—students will learn critical thinking, diversity 
of opinion, and a refined sense of right and wrong.

Social Studies 308  World Cultures 
(.50 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP) A comprehensive survey course designed to give 
students a global perspective on multicultural issues. All major areas of the world will be explored 
with special emphasis on topographical features, climates, and economic systems and culture. 
Geographic facts about nations and world regions will lead to a better understanding of peoples, the 
habitats in which they live, and their ways of life.
 
Social Studies 309   World Cultures
(.50 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H1) Placement made by Guidance. See description for 
Social Studies 310. 

Social Studies 316   American History to 1860
(.50 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: CP) This course involves an analysis of the development 
of American society from the pre-colonial period to 1860. Special emphasis is placed on American 
politics, economic life, social and cultural events, and the role of America in world affairs. 

Social Studies 317   American History to 1860
(.50 Credit; Grade 9; Academic Level: H1) This accelerated course will be an in-depth analysis 
of American history from its early stages to the coming of the Civil War. Emphasis will be made on 
pre-AP standards, which include historical fact, historical thesis writing, and historiography. This is an 
extremely challenging course that requires a high level of critical thinking. It is also a prerequisite for 
AP United States History offered during sophomore year, if placement is recommended by the 
department. 

Social Studies 320   American History: Since 1860
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CP) This course involves an analysis of the development 
of American society from 1860 to the present. Special emphasis is placed on American politics, 
economic life, social and cultural events, and the role of America in world affairs.

Social Studies 321 Honors American History: Since 1860
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: H1) This course continues the detailed study of American 
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history from 1860 to the present. In addition to the political development of the nation, students will 
also study topics related to social, economic, and cultural life, and the role of America in world affairs. 
Prerequisite: A minimum weighted average of 80 in Social Studies 317 and/or approval by the 
Social Studies Department. Students with a minimum weighted average of 90 in Social Studies 
316 and who receive the approval of the instructor may also be considered.

Social Studies 301   AP United States History 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: AP) This is a college-level course and will follow the 
standard syllabus approved by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May and will cost 
the standard ETS fee. Students will continue their study of United States History, beginning with the 
Civil War era and proceed to the present. Critical reading skills will be enhanced through thesis and 
essay writing. Students are required to do extensive summer reading before the course begins. The 
course is open to sophomores and will be taken in place of Social Studies 320 or 321. Prerequisite: 
Cumulative GPA of 95 during freshman year, with at least a weighted average of 90 in Social 
Studies 317. Selection will also be based on a placement exam in freshman year and/or 
department approval.

Social Studies 330   The Western Tradition
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CP) Western Tradition is a broad survey of the 
development of European civilization from ancient times through the Second World War. Students will 
be introduced to the important social, economic, and political trends that have affected the course of 
European History, with special emphasis on the political evolution of the western European nations.

Social Studies 331   Honors Western Tradition
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: H1) Class size may be limited. This course will offer an 
extensive survey of the major developments--social, political, and Economic--in Western Civilization 
from the ancient Greeks through the Second World War. Western Civilization is intended for 
the advanced student, and will require significant amounts of reading and independent study. 
Prerequisite: Minimum weighted average of 85 in Social Studies 321 and/or approval of the 
History Department. Students with a minimum average of 90 in Social Studies 320 and who 
receive the approval of their instructor, may also be considered.

Social Studies 303   AP Modern European History
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: AP) This is a college-level course and will follow the 
standard syllabus approved by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This 
exam will cost the standard ETS fee. Students will begin their study of European History with 
the Renaissance and proceed to modern times. Critical reading skills, and the ability to work 
independently, are important to success in this course. Students will be expected to complete a 
summer assignment prior to the start of the school year. The course is open to juniors and will 
be in taken in place of Social Studies 330 or 331. Prerequisite: Placement will be made by 
the Social Studies Department; a minimum weighted average of 88 in Social Studies 301/
AP American History, and/or approval of the department. Students with a minimum weighted 
average of 90 in social studies 321 and who receive the approval of the instructor may also be 
considered.

Social Studies 312   Civics
(.50 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CP) Civics will study a variety of areas in our American 
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system of government. Topics include: the foundation of our government, the passage and progress 
of our Constitution, immigration, and duties of citizenship. The Church’s role in political life as well 
as social justice within our system of government will also be topics addressed during the semester. 
Civics 312 is required of all seniors. Social Studies 347, We the People, and Social Studies 302, 
AP Government also satisfy the Civics requirement for seniors. 

Social Studies 313 Honors Civics 
(.50 credit, Grade 12, Academic Level: H1)
This course is an intensive study of the constitutional framework, institutions, and political processes 
of government in the United States. Students will gain a familiarity with the duties, rights, and 
responsibilities of American citizens. This course will develop a critical understanding of the political, 
economic, and social challenges in governing a pluralistic society. Case studies of historical and 
current issues will be utilized to give students an analytical perspective on the evolution of United 
States Government. A substantial amount of independent reading and preparation is required for 
every class. This course is open to seniors and will be taken in place of Civics. Prerequisite: Seniors 
only, minimum weighted average of 85 in Junior year Social Studies course and/ or approval 
by the department.

Social Studies 350   Economics 
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic, Level: CP) A survey course designed to give a student a 
fundamental understanding of the workings of the American economic system and the important role 
played by economics in the world today.

Social Studies 354   Law and Criminal Justice System
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) This is a one semester course offered to juniors 
and seniors. It will provide students with a chance to view our judicial system at work in our society. 
Students will be given a practical understanding of law and the American legal system. Students 
will be familiarized with the criminal justice system of the United States through two areas of 
jurisprudence: criminal law and criminal procedure. This course will demonstrate the responsibilities 
of students, as citizens, in our American legal system. 

Social Studies 342   The American Justice System-Trial Law
(.50 Credit, Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Trial Law introduces the students to a deeper 
understanding of our judicial system by looking at the workings of our court system and trial 
procedures. Students will look at landmark trials that took place in American History and recreate 
them in “mock trial” class presentations. These “mock trials” will allow the students to act as judges, 
defendants, court officials, members of the jury, and witnesses. They will experience the workings 
of our court system and trial law by employing the educational tool of role-playing within a structured 
class period. Fall semester only. 

Social Studies 347   We the People
(.50 Credit, Grade 12, Academic Level: H1) This course, offered only during the fall semester, was 
developed by the US Department of Education, by an act of Congress, to enhance and promote a 
student’s understanding of our Constitution, our government, and The Bill of Rights. Students will 
be required to do a significant amount of reading, independent study, role playing, and debating. 
They will also be engaged in cooperative learning and critical thinking skills. Students will participate 
in competitions that are held on the state and national levels. This course fulfills the senior Civics 
requirement. Prerequisite: Seniors only, maximum 25 students, minimum weighted average of 
85 in junior year Social Studies course and/or approval by the department.
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Social Studies 343   Introduction to Psychology
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Students will take an eclectic approach to 
psychology by studying human development, the brain, the nervous system, statistics, testing, 
learning, emotions, and communication. Students will be introduced to current theories that apply 
to major social problems that dominate the modern world. These insights will also help the student 
guide the growth of his/her own personality in desired directions. Supervised experiments and written 
reports will be required for all students. The number of sections offered may be limited. 

Social Studies 351   The Holocaust--VHS Distance Learning
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Enrollment is limited and approval is required. 
See specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. To properly understand the Holocaust, 
students will become familiar with the history of Anti-Semitism. They will investigate the historical 
conditions that allowed the rise of Hitler in Germany. We will study the use of propaganda in 
creating the Nazi Regime. Two books will be read: Night by Elie Wiesel and All But My Life by 
Gerda Weismann Klein, both authors being Holocaust survivors. Our readings will reveal how life 
changed for those marked by the Nazi as undesirable and how the “Final Solution” was played out 
in the concentration camps. We will take a virtual tour of the US Holocaust Museum. Students will 
develop a final oral history project around an actual interview with a Holocaust survivor. Students will 
be engaging fundamental questions about human nature, prejudice and violence, since the terror of 
genocide continues to be with us. See the VHS website for the complete course description. 

Social Studies 353   Gods of CNN: The Power of Modern Media--VHS Distance Learning
(.50 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: CP) Enrollment is limited and approval is required. 
See specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. At no time in human history has the 
general public been exposed to the current quantity of media messages. These messages convey 
information of varying importance to us about nearly every aspect of the world around us. It is 
not an overstatement to suggest that they play a role in the development of our perceptions. Our 
understanding of political affairs, science and technology, entertainment, scholarship, the arts, sports, 
and seemingly everything else in the world is filtered through media…As we study our modern media, 
students will gain essential skills in identifying forms of media, interpreting the unique ‘language’ of 
different forms of media, differentiating fact from opinion, recognizing appeals to emotion and bias, 
understanding the power of propaganda and advertising, and forming reasoned opinions about the 
issues of the day. With these and other skills, students will start to examine the media environment 
that surrounds them and begin to challenge and change it. See the VHS website for the complete 
course description. 

Social Studies 302   AP United States Government and Politics 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) This year-long Advanced Placement course is 
designed to give students an analytical perspective on government and politics in the United States. 
Students will develop a critical understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the American 
political system, as well as their rights and responsibilities as citizens. Students are required to do 
extensive summer reading before the course begins. This course fulfills the senior Civics requirement. 
Prerequisite: Minimum weighted average of 90 in either AP US history or AP European history 
and/or approval of the department.

Social Studies 304   AP World History--VHS Distance Learning
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) Enrollment is limited and approval is required. See 
specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. This is a college level history course designed 
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to meet the needs of highly motivated students who have a strong interest and ability in history. The 
program prepares students for intermediate and advanced college courses by making demands upon 
them equivalent to those made by full-year introductory college courses. The student is expected to 
read and analyze both primary and secondary source materials and to demonstrate ability to interpret 
and evaluate these sources in essay form. Students will take the Advanced Placement World History 
exam in May, as preparation for this exam is a major goal of this course. Therefore, the course is 
content driven with heavy emphasis on written critical analysis. Extensive reading, writing, and class 
discussions are integral components of the program. Students should expect 40-50 pages of reading 
weekly. See the VHS website for the complete course description. 

Social Studies 305   AP Psychology—VHS Distance Learning
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) Enrollment is limited and approval is required. See 
specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. Please note: The textbook for this course is 
provided in electronic format. Students who desire a traditional textbook should be prepared to 
purchase a book at their own cost through Amazon.com or a similar website. The AP® Psychology 
course is designed around a variety of assignments that promote acquiring a deep understanding of 
content as well as developing study and writing skills necessary to be successful on the advanced 
placement exam. Students should expect weekly reading assignments that may require additional 
research, writing, group work, or participation in discussions. Study groups will be formed to help 
students prepare for the advanced placement exam. Students will be loaned a textbook, Psychology: 
An Introduction, which is an excellent information source for the topics covered on the exam. 
Additional online study activities are available for this text book. Tips for writing the essay part of the 
exam are part of the instruction for this course. For more information regarding advanced placement 
courses, please read the VHS AP Course Policy. This course has recommended summer 
reading.  

Social Studies 306   AP Economics (Micro and Macro)—VHS Distance Learning
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) Enrollment is limited and approval is required. See 
specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. Active participation is a big part of this course. 
Being self motivated and able to work in small groups is also a must. Please note: The textbook for 
this course is provided in electronic format. Students who desire a traditional textbook should be 
prepared to purchase a book at their own cost through Amazon.com or a similar website. Economics 
is a social science which addresses how society allocates (distributes) limited resources (eg - goods 
and services). It is a “science” because it is governed by quantifiable laws designed to predict likely 
outcomes. It is a “social” science, as opposed to a natural science, because its laws are based upon 
social, as opposed to natural occurrences. This course will prepare the student for both the AP Micro 
and Macroeconomics exams. Each exam consists of 60 multiple choice questions and three free-
response essay questions. More than 2800 colleges and universities give credit for passing the AP 
exam, enabling the student to move on to more advanced level courses. Students taking AP courses 
in VHS are required to take their respective AP exams in May. Prerequisite: Good reading ability 
is a must. Students will be reading a minimum of one chapter per week in an AP textbook. For those 
who are unfamiliar with AP materials, these are college textbooks. Basic mathematics and graphing 
skills required. 
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Social Studies 358/UCONN POLS 1402-801D
Introduction to International Relations (Formerly Model UN)
(.5 Credit; Academic Level: CL)  Students will prepare for involvement in Model United Nations 
(MUN) conferences. This will be done on several levels, including country delegate positions, bloc 
positions, and prior United Nations policies. Students are required to become delegates for the 
selected conference. Prerequisite: There are three prerequisites of equal weight: 1) suggested 
minimum weighted average of a 90 in three previous years in Social Studies courses, 2) the 
approval of the department, 3) and three teacher recommendations. 
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Kevin Carey, Chairperson
kcarey@sjcadets.org
203-378-9378, Ext. 203

Department Philosophy

The primary purpose of the World Language department is to educate the whole student. Emphasis 
is placed on cultural themes, topics, and issues of target language countries as well as grammar. 
To promote respect and diversity is inherent in the discipline. We provide activities/events, which 
invite the entire community to share in this respect for the diversity in all cultures. The department 
members maintain classroom environments, which are sensitive to the needs of all students and 
which foster community and respect. Each class is begun with a prayer in the target language. The 
various traditions and customs of the Roman Catholic faith are taught as integral components of the 
world cultures being studied in the classroom. Roman Catholic family values are reinforced through 
respect for each individual in a multicultural society. The programs, by virtue of their structure and 
components, demand that students look beyond their own community to make comparisons, which 
fosters creativity by going beyond the known and looking at familiar situations from another’s point 
of view. The World Language faculty employs diverse strategies and techniques, which address the 
learning style of the individual student, thus allowing the student to feel confident in his learning, and 
providing opportunities for changing interaction through different partners, groups, and teams.

Course Descriptions

The National Standards for World Language learning will be applied in each of the elementary, 
intermediate and advanced courses. Progression from level to level will be based upon the individual 
language course syllabus and the student’s ability to fulfill these standards as indicated by GPA. 
Students enrolled in Level I and II of the College Enrichment Program will follow these same 
language standards at a pace, which is compatible with their needs.

“The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts (ELA) and Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects” contains four strands: Reading, Writing, Speaking and 
Listening, and Language. These four strands are represented in the National Standards for Learning 
Languages by the Communication standards (interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational) and 
the level of proficiency demonstrated. In addition, the standards of the other four goals areas for 
learning languages – Cultures, Connections, Comparisons, and Communities – also support and are 
aligned with the Common Core. These standards describe the expectations to ensure all students are 
college, career, and world-ready.

The Common Core strands of Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening are captured in the 
standards for learning languages’ goal area of Communication, by emphasizing the purpose behind 
the communication:

• Interpersonal (speaking + listening or writing + reading) 
• Interpretive (reading, listening, viewing) 
• Presentational (writing, speaking, visually representing) 

For a more detailed explanation of the Alignment of National World Language Standards
with the Common Core State Standards please visit the following website: http://www.actfl.
org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Aligning_CCSS_Language_Standards_v6.pdf 

WORLD LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
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In addition to the above descriptions the following information must be considered for advanced 
level courses. In all College Prep and Honors Level World Language courses, students who wish to 
continue study beyond Level II of the target language must have the approval of the current teacher 
and must meet the following requirements: a weighted GPA of 80 to move from Level II to Level III, a 
weighted GPA of 85 to move from Level III to Level IV, and a weighted GPA of 90 to move from Level 
IV to AP, unless otherwise described in the description of a particular course’s prerequisites.

Students who take a Non-Continuing course usually end their study of the language with that course 
and do not continue to a higher level of study in that language. They are invited to begin a different 
language.

Students in CEP Spanish are mainstreamed into CP Spanish II after completing two years of study in 
CEP Spanish. The course however appears on their transcripts as CEP III.

All transfer students entering any level of the St Joseph High School World Language Program must 
take a placement test in order to be placed properly. Freshmen wishing to enter at any level higher 
than Level I must also take a placement test. The final exam will be considered such a placement test 
for those students already matriculated within the St Joseph World Language Program.

French 510 French I
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: CP) Introduces the student to the sound systems and 
intonation of French, giving special emphasis to the development of audio-lingual skills. It also 
acquaints the student with basic structures easily and correctly within a defined vocabulary range to 
engage in simple conversation and develop a reasonable ability to read and write French. 

French 520 Continuing French II
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: CP) Strengthens reading and writing skills while 
improving listening comprehension. Students are exposed to readings which describe some of the 
highlights of the French civilization. Grammatical structures and verb forms introduced in the first year 
are reviewed and new ones introduced. Prerequisite: French I. 

French 531 Continuing French III 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10, 11, 12; Academic Level: H2) Continuation of the advanced structures of the 
language with ample opportunity for oral work as well as reading various selections in French comprise 
the basis of this course. Students will provide their email address in order to participate in an on-line 
website where they will complete homework as assigned. Listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
skills are strengthened and the basic structures are reviewed as necessary. On occasion this course is 
offered, due to enrollment, in combination with French IV; appropriate course adjustments are made. 
Prerequisite: Continuing French II with an average of 80; approval by current French teacher 
and Department Chair. 

French 541 Continuing French IV 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: H1) This course is offered for students who have 
successfully completed French 531 and seek to strengthen and develop their language skills. Students 
will provide their email address in order to participate in an on-line website where they will complete 
homework as assigned. A variety of readings in French will serve as the basis for improving all four 
language skills—reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Most work is done in French oral, written, 
and continuing grammar study. Full student participation is anticipated. On occasion this course is 
offered, due to enrollment, in combination with French III; appropriate course adjustments re made. 
Prerequisites: Continuing French III with an average of 85; approval by current French teacher 
and Department Chair, and an oral interview. 
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French 501   Advanced Placement French Language—Provisional to Acceptance by ETS. 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: AP) This is a college level course and will follow the 
suggestions made by ETS. The required AP exam will be administered in May. This exam will cost 
the standard ETS fee. Students will be intensely developing all four language skills of listening, 
speaking, reading and writing, using appropriate literary and conversational materials. All class work 
and discussion will be in French, necessitating continuous student participation. Additional work 
beyond class time is required for aural-oral skills proficiency. In the event that student enrollment and/
or class restrictions do not allow for a separate class in AP French Language, students will be offered 
the opportunity to take the AP French Language course online through Virtual High School. The AP 
exam is mandatory for this class, as are all fees required for the exam ($86 per exam in 2010). AP 
French Language may not be taken as independent study other than through the VHS program. 
Placement will be made by Guidance and the current AP French teacher. Prerequisites: Continuing 
French IV with an average of 90; approval by current French teacher and Department Chair, 
and an oral interview. 

French 551   French V 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) Due to scheduling restraints, AP French Language 
may be replaced by this semi-independent course of study in which case it would be called French V. 
Students will provide their email address in order to participate in an on-line website where they will 
complete homework as assigned. Students would be able to take the AP French Language Exam, if 
desired. The term AP must only apply to a specific class dedicated to its program of study and not to 
students in combination with another level. If student numbers are not sufficient to warrant a separate 
class, the course may not be offered. Prerequisites: Continuing French IV with an average of 90; 
Approval by current French teacher and Department Chair, and an oral interview. 
 
Italian 512   Italian I 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: CP) This course consists of an introduction to the basic 
sounds of the language, vocabulary of frequent usage, basic structures and patterns and the most 
general rules of orthography geared to achieve a basic level of proficiency. Listening and speaking 
are emphasized so that the student acquires appropriate speech patterns and accurate pronunciation 
previous to the more advanced stages of reading and writing. The student is exposed to Italian culture 
through highlights of Italian geography, history, cities and art. CDs for pronunciation drills and basic 
grammar exercises are used, as well as other audio-visual material, to illustrate the cultural aspect of 
this language.

Italian 522   Continuing Italian II 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: CP) An advanced study of Italian grammar and syntax, 
designed to continue the student’s mastery of the written and spoken Italian, emphasis is on reading, 
composition and conversation. Study continues to expose the student to Italian culture by offering 
highlights of Italian geography, history, and art. Tapes for pronunciation drills and grammar exercises 
will also be used along with other audio-visual materials, such as videos, to reveal the vast Italian 
culture to the student. Prerequisite: Italian I. 

Italian 533   Continuing Italian III 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10, 11, 12; Academic Level: H2) At this level the student will be asked to apply 
the fundamentals of the language to a wide variety of subject areas. The range of material presented 
in the textbook develops vocabulary and understanding of many fascinating fields, and provides 
a sound basis for classroom discussion of these fields in the target language. Attention is paid to 
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situations dealing with everyday urban life. Italian history and culture continue to be an important part 
of the course. On occasion this course is offered, due to enrollment, in combination with Italian IV; 
appropriate course adjustments are made. Prerequisites: Continuing Italian II with an average of 
80; approval by current Italian teacher and Department Chair. 

Italian 543   Continuing Italian IV 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: H1) The student is provided with authentic, unabridged 
reading materials that are both interesting and relevant. Authentic texts provide the language 
learner with an invaluable source of culture, rich source of vocabulary and more difficult grammatical 
structures. All exercises and activities will focus on the development of reading skills and stimulate 
students’ ability to interact in the target language through meaningful and creative communication. On 
occasion this course is offered, due to enrollment, in combination with Italian III; appropriate course 
adjustments are made. Prerequisites: Continuing Italian III with an average of 85; approval by 
current Italian teacher and Department Chair, and an oral interview.

Latin 518   Latin I—An Elective Only—VHS Distance Learning
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11-12; Academic Level: CP) This course is an on-line course offered through 
VHS services and is open to students as an elective only. There are two primary goals of Latin 1. 
On the one hand, Latin 1 focuses on pronunciation, vocabulary acquisition, and the grammar of the 
simple Latin sentence, so that the successful student will gain a rudimentary ability to comprehend 
Latin. On the other hand, Latin 1 enables the successful student to better understand and use English 
or other languages. A secondary goal is to introduce the student to Roman history and culture, which 
so heavily influence our own. Prerequisites: Enrollment is limited and approval is required. See 
specific requirements for placement in VHS courses. The student must be highly self-motivated, 
technologically skilled and dedicated to working alone in a rigorous on-line environment. The student 
will need to purchase a copy of Ecce Romani I ISBN: 0-13-116370-1, Pearson Prentice Hall, Brush 
P., Davis S et al., 2005 Edition, Replacement Value: $62. For all other information please consult 
www.govhs.org 

Mandarin 528   Mandarin I
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: H2) This course covers the elementary necessities for
intelligent use of the language. It is aimed at introducing the student to correct pronunciation and 
the use of conversational patterns. Emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, 
and reading skills through the examination of the ancient and venerable culture of China. Students 
are expected to use on-line resources. Focus is given to the creation and use of some Mandarin 
Characters, but majority of the text is based on pinyin as a means to written and oral competence and 
communication. Students are asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and 
communities both within China and the global community using the above communicative skills. Each 
unit examines the Mandarin speaking community while introducing the four above skills through the 
examination of cultural themes, topics and issues.

Mandarin 530   Mandarin II
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: H2) This course consists of a review of the work 
covered in the first year, and continues to introduce the student to elementary necessities for the 
intelligent use of the language. The student is expected to read longer selections of prose with related 
questions and exercises. Continued emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and 
reading skills. Students are expected to use on-line resources. Further focus is given to the creation 
and use of Mandarin Characters as well as pin-yin as a means to written and oral competence and 
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communication. The student is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and 
communities both within China and the global community using the above communicative skills. Each 
unit examines Mandarin-speaking community, while introducing the four above skills through the 
examination of cultural themes, topics and issues. Increasingly more difficult oral, written, lexical, and 
grammatical structures are presented. Prerequisite: Mandarin I.

Mandarin 538   Mandarin III
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: H1) Continuing Mandarin II with an average of 80;
approval by current Mandarin teacher and Department Chair. At this level the student will be asked 
to apply the fundamentals of the language to daily settings through more in paired and group 
communicative activities. Learners can use more complex grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns to communicate on familiar topics through interaction and description; can compose 
passages. Exposure of adapted authentic text will complement the interpretive skill of the spoken and 
written Chinese Language. Have some knowledge of learning strategies, communicative strategies 
and resource strategies. Have gained Chinese cultural knowledge and acquired preliminary cross-
cultural awareness and international perspective. Prerequisite: Mandarin II.

Mandarin 540   Mandarin IV
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: H1) Continuing Mandarin III with an average of 85; 
approval by current Mandarin teacher and Department Chair. The goal of level 4 courses are for 
students to be able to communicate and produce the target language by using strings of sentences 
and simple paragraphs, to ask and answer questions, offer opinions, summarize, compare and 
contrast and perform oral or written simple analysis on a given topic. The fourth level of language 
study is based on activities that develop proficiency in the four communicative skills: listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. There is extensive study of culture and the development of literacy 
skills (reading and writing) at this level. Writing and typing in Chinese characters will be further 
developed through increased regular practice. Communicative competence and extensive cultural 
knowledge are developed through the sequential building of the interpretive, interpersonal and 
presentational modes of communication. Students enrolled in these courses are expected to 
communicate primarily in the target language in class. Prerequisite: Mandarin III.

Mandarin 542  Mandarin V
(1.0 Credit; Grades 12; Academic Level: H1) Continuing Mandarin IV with an average of 85; 
approval by current Mandarin teacher, Department Chair and an oral interview. The course is offered 
for students who have successfully completed Mandarin IV and seek to strengthen and develop their 
language skills. By the end of the course, students to be able to successfully achieve Intermediate 
Level at the ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages) Oral Proficiency 
Interview; in which students will be awarded with ACE College Credits. Students enrolled in the 
course are expected to communicate primarily in Mandarin during class; the course is geared to 
assist the student to perform and achieve each communicative purpose: Interpersonal, interpretive, 
and presentational. Students will interact and negotiate meaning in conversations to share 
information, reactions, feelings and opinions on a variety of topics. Prerequisite: Mandarin IV.

Spanish 514   Spanish I 
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: CP) This course covers the elementary necessities for 
intelligent use of the language. It is aimed at introducing the student to correct pronunciation and 
the use of conversational patterns. Emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and 
reading skills. The student is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and 
communities using the above communicative skills. Each unit moves from one Spanish speaking 
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community to another, introducing the four above skills through the examination of cultural themes, 
topics and issues.

Spanish 519   College Enrichment Spanish I
(1.0 Credit; Grade 10; Academic Level: CEP) This course covers the elementary necessities for 
intelligent use of the language. It is aimed at introducing the student to correct pronunciation and 
the use of conversational patterns. Emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and 
reading skills. The student is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and 
communities using the above communicative skills. Each unit moves from one Spanish-speaking 
community to another, introducing the four above skills through the examination of cultural themes, 
topics and issues. This course will proceed at a pace compatible with student needs.

Spanish 524   Continuing Spanish II
(1.0 Credit; Grades 9-12; Academic Level: CP) This course consists of a review of the work covered 
in the first year, and continues to introduce the student to elementary necessities for the intelligent use 
of the language. The student is expected to read longer selections of prose with related questions and 
exercises. Continued emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and reading skills. 
The student is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and communities using 
the above communicative skills. Each unit moves from one Spanish-speaking community to another, 
introducing the four above skills through the examination of cultural themes, topics and issues. 
Increasingly more difficult oral, written, and grammatical structures are presented. Prerequisites: 
Spanish I (514), or College Enrichment Spanish II (529). 

Spanish 529   College Enrichment Spanish II
(1.0 Credit; Grade 11; Academic Level: CEP) This course consists of a review of the work covered 
in the first year, and continues to introduce the student to elementary necessities for the intelligent use 
of the language. The student is expected to read longer selections of prose with related questions and 
exercises. Continued emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and reading skills. 
The student is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and communities 
using the above communicative skills. Each unit moves from one Spanish-speaking community to 
another, introducing the four above skills through the examination of cultural themes, topics and 
issues. Increasingly more difficult oral, written, and grammatical structures are presented. This course 
will proceed at a pace compatible with student needs. Prerequisites: College Enrichment Spanish I 
(519). 

Spanish 535   Continuing Spanish III
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10-12; Academic Level: H2) This course is conducted almost entirely in 
Spanish. The main purpose of this course is to increase oral and listening comprehension skills, 
while introducing the student of Spanish to higher level grammatical concepts and vocabulary. 
Selections from Hispanic literature as well as selections from authentic Hispanic publications are 
also incorporated into the program. Prerequisites: Continuing Spanish II with an average of 80; 
approval by the World Language Department Spanish teachers; 

Spanish 537  Spanish III
(1.0 Credit; Grades 10-12; Academic Level: CP) This course is not available to students with the 
prerequisite score for Continuing Spanish III. This course is for the student who wishes to continue 
the study of Spanish for only one more year. Its purpose is to continue the study begun in Continuing 
Spanish II by completing the Level II text. It is a review of the work covered in the second year, and 
continues to introduce the student to elementary necessities for the intelligent use of the language. 
The student is expected to read longer selections of prose with related questions and exercises. 
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Continued emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and reading skills. The student 
is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and communities using the above 
communicative skills. Over the course of study students will examine cultural themes, topics, and 
issues from the various Hispanic communities around the world. Through the means of authentic film 
students will re-examine Hispanic culture and reinforce grammar structures. Increasingly more difficult 
oral, written, and grammatical structures are presented. Continuation beyond this course is contingent 
upon a GPA of 90 or better and the decision of the WL Chairperson and Department. Prerequisites: 
Continuing Spanish II with an average of 70; approval by current Spanish teacher and 
Department Chairman. 

Spanish 539   College Enrichment Spanish III
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: CEP) This course consists of a review of the work covered 
in second year, and continues to introduce the student to elementary necessities for the intelligent use 
of the language. The student is expected to read longer selections of prose with related questions and 
exercises. Continued emphasis is given to oral comprehension, speaking, writing, and reading skills. 
The student is asked to make comparisons and connections with other cultures and communities 
using the above communicative skills. Each unit moves from one Spanish speaking community to 
another, introducing the four above skills through the examination of cultural themes, topics, and 
issues. Increasingly more difficult oral, written, and grammatical structures are presented. This course 
will proceed at a pace that is compatible with student needs. Prerequisites: College Enrichment 
Spanish II with an average of 90; approval by current CEP Level I & II teachers and Department 
Chairman. 

Spanish 545   Continuing Spanish IV
(1.0 Credit; Grades 11, 12; Academic Level: H1) This course is conducted almost entirely in 
Spanish. Students will progress through units 1-4 of the text Imagina and ancillary materials of this 
intermediate college level program. Students will provide their email address in order to participate 
in an on-line website where they will complete homework as assigned. Students are expected to 
bring IPads and ear buds to class every day.This is an interactive communicative approach which 
focuses on real communication in meaningful context that develop and consolidate student’s speaking, 
listening, reading, writing, and viewing skills as well as their cultural competencies. Thematic, 
cultural, and grammatical concepts are integrated in context within every section of the text and on 
line workbook. Essential thought provoking questions introduce each lesson followed by real-life 
vocabulary in directed and open-ended communicative activities. Students will view authentic short-
subject films by award winning Hispanic filmmakers which serve as a springboard for exploring 
themes and concepts of each lesson. This is a voyage through the Spanish-speaking world which 
ties language learning to other disciplines and highlights important cultural figures. There are cultural 
readings of relevant high-interest topics which provide insight to the various regions represented and 
give students a taste of authentic literary selections chosen for their brevity, comprehensibility, and 
thematic relevance. Engaging writing topics allow students to synthesize and expand upon what they 
have learned in each lesson. Prerequisites: Continuing Spanish III (535) with an average of 85; 
approval by current Spanish teacher and Department Chair, and an oral interview. 

Spanish 549   Spanish IV
(1.0 Credit: Grades 10-12; Academic level: CP) This course is not available to students with the 
prerequisite GPA for Continuing Spanish IV. This course is for the student who wishes to continue 
the study of Spanish for only one more year. The purpose of this course is to continue study begun 
in Continuing Spanish III by completing the Level III text. This course consists of a brief review of 
the previous year and continues to introduce the student to increasingly difficult oral and listening 
comprehension skills with higher level grammatical concepts and vocabulary. Selections from 
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Spanish literature as well as authentic Hispanic publications are also incorporated into the program. 
Prerequisites: Continuing Spanish III (535) with an average of 75, or from Spanish III (537) with 
an average of 90; approval by department and Department Chairman. 

Spanish 550   Spanish V 
(1.0 Credit; Grade 12; Academic Level: H1) This course is meant for the student who wishes to 
continue the study of Spanish. Its purpose is to continue study begun in Continuing Spanish IV. This 
course and its syllabus will be created by the instructor. This course is conducted almost entirely in 
Spanish. The main purpose is to increase oral and listening comprehensions skills, while introducing 
the student to higher level grammatical concepts and vocabulary. Students will be exposed to the 
similarities and differences within the various cultures of the people who speak Spanish. Grammatical 
structures are taught through contextual exercises stimulated by the reading selections. Selections 
from Hispanic literature and authentic Hispanic publications are incorporated into the program. 
Prerequisites: Continuing Spanish IV (545) with an 80 average or Spanish IV (549) with a 90 
average; approval of the current teacher, the Department Chairman, and with an oral interview. 

Spanish 503   AP Spanish Language & Culture—Provisional to acceptance by ETS 
(1.0 Credit, Grade 12 Academic Level AP): This course is conducted entirely in Spanish.  Students 
will use two programs specifically directed toward the AP Central Spanish Language and Culture 
Curriculum Guidelines as published by the ETS.  The components of both Vista Higher Learning 
programs (TEMAS and AP Spanish Language & Culture Exam Preparation) are online.  Almost all the 
homework, quizzes, tests, and project will be completed on line at the vhcentral.com website.  .  This 
is an interactive communicative approach which focuses on real communication in meaningful context 
that develops and consolidates students’ speaking, listening, reading, writing, and viewing skills as 
well as their cultural competencies.  Thematic, cultural, and grammatical concepts are integrated 
in context within every learning experience.  Essential, thought provoking questions introduce each 
thematic unit followed by individual contextual applications in which real-life vocabulary through 
current global themes are addressed in directed and open-ended communicative interpersonal, 
interpretive, presentational cultural driven activities. All forms of communication are used: print, 
audio, and visual.  Student must be engaged, must prepare, read, view, listen, connect, respond, 
review, explore, consult, synthesize, and create in the target language.  This is a voyage through the 
Spanish-speaking world which ties language to other disciplines and highlights current and historical 
events.  This is a college level course which will follow the standard syllabus approved by the ETS.  
The required AP exam will be administered in May.  This exam will cost the standard ETS fee.  
Placement will be made by Guidance, the current AP Spanish teacher, and the Department Chair.   
Prerequisite: Continuing Spanish IV with an average of 90; and approved by the current 
Spanish teacher, Guidance, and the Department Chair. 
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VIRTUAL HIGH SCHOOL

St Joseph High School offers courses in collaboration with Virtual High School. Virtual High School 
is a nonprofit organization based in Maynard, Massachusetts and serves as portal through which 
schools and teachers throughout the world offer online courses. By working with VHS, we have 
access to an extensive list of accredited courses. This will allow us to expand our offerings and 
include courses we could not otherwise make available to our students. 

For the coming school year, a limited number of students will have the option of taking an online 
course. The number of seats is restricted. Classes may be taken for a 1.0 credit--a yearlong course, 
or as a half credit--a semester course. Because of limited seating we are offering the VHS option first 
to seniors and then to juniors. These courses are taught by certified teachers in accredited schools. 

Taking a course online is rigorous and best suited for independent, self-motivated students. Students 
who are successful at taking online courses must be organized, independent learners, who can 
advocate for themselves when a problem arises. 

The following provides a quick overview of the VHS option:

Eligible Courses: Students may consider courses from the VHS listing that we currently do not offer 
at St Joe’s and is relevant to a student’s intended major or career path. 

Candidates: Students must apply to take a VHS course. The process includes submitting 
an application, a pre-enrollment questionnaire, his or her Guidance counselor’s 
recommendation, the subject department chair and teacher recommendations, an interview, 
and parent consent form. Selection of which students will be awarded a seat will be made by 
the Assistant Principal for Curriculum and Instruction.

Grading: VHS course grades will be posted on the student’s report card, transcript, factor into the 
honor roll status and eventual cumulative GPA, as any other course. Courses are designated as CP, 
Honors, and Advanced Placement. Although a passing grade is “60” for VHS courses, a student must 
earn a “65” comparable to St Joseph High School, to earn a passing grade and credit or additional 
quality points. See the VHS information on Edline for further requirements.

For complete information about VHS, the online course experience, please refer to the other 
informational documents in the Edline/VHS folder and visit the VHS website: www.govhs.org.  

The following list serves as an illustration of courses offered through VHS. A current listing of courses 
is available on the VHS website: www.govhs.org.

Please see Mrs. DiBuono for an application.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

College Courses: 
High school seniors may take courses at local colleges with permission of the Principal. All required 
courses must be taken. Any course taken must be satisfactorily completed. If credit is to be awarded 
by St Joseph High School, prior approval must be obtained from the Principal (Variable Credit, 
Academic Level: CL).  

Advanced Placement: 
AP courses give high-achieving students the chance to take college-level courses in high school and 
to gain valuable skills and study habits for college. There are thousands of colleges worldwide that 
will give credit or advanced placement for a “qualifying” grade on the AP Exam which is given in May. 
Faculty recommendation is required.

Freshman Study Skills: 
All students are introduced to the necessary study skills in freshmen year. The skills taught are 
interdisciplinary and applicable to all subjects.

Freshman Literacy: 
The goal of the freshman information literacy curriculum is to integrate information literacy and 
educational technology skills across the school curriculum to enhance student learning.

Freshmen are scheduled for seven lessons in the library which consists of one lesson for each of 
their disciplines. These research lessons are carefully designed so as to align information literacy 
standards with content standards of other disciplines. 

During these lessons in the library, which has a main focus on research skills, students are guided 
through the process of successfully accessing information, processing information, creating 
information, and communicating information in different formats. 

This curriculum is an attempt to provide our students with some 21st century literacy skills that will 
make learning more integrated and meaningful to them, and hopefully will also prepare them better 
for the real world.
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Mathematics SAT preparation: 
This course stresses the improvement of Math skills. Topics include verbal problems, percentage, 
average, motion, mixture, ratio problems, geometry, and quantitative comparisons. Specially prepared 
problems and solutions on the above topics are distributed to each student, and actual practice SAT 
tests are given during each class. (After school - No Credit, fee required).

Verbal SAT preparation: 
This course focuses exclusively on the main types of verbal questions on the SAT. These include 
analogies, sentence completion, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. A review of English 
grammar is included to prepare students for the Test of Standard Written English (After school - No 
Credit, fee required).

Junior College Planning: 
The College and Guidance Counseling department at St Joseph High School has organized a Junior 
College Planning Program. The purpose of this program is to present a college planning curriculum 
to the juniors. The students are scheduled for a workshop during one study period a week for 
approximately eight weeks to complete the program. Session topics will include: extensive exploration 
of the college and career search engine “Naviance Family Connection,” exploring resources within 
our college research room, preparing for a college visit and interview, essay writing, the Common 
Application, and topics in financial aid. This program is set to take place during the third academic 
quarter, and the student’s planned workshop time will appear on their class schedule. It will not 
replace the individual attention that students will receive from his/her counselor, but is meant to 
enhance their knowledge and preparation for the college process. The College and Guidance 
Counseling Department hopes that students and parents will meet with their counselors as often as 
they feel necessary.
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